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pregnancy, their relationship has evolved over the past decade from a physical to a spiritual one. The thick acacia wood and slate in the home is joined by warm, velvety leather and exquisite jewelry. And it was these qualities that William and Janie sought out in their design. "A Million Rooms" boasts
lavish wallpapers and a master bathroom that has become the center of the couple's life: A hotel's steam room is complete with a cutting board where William can soak his hands and feet, opening his pores before he gently steps into the water. (The steam's bonus benefit: It freshens the air in the

room.) The team worked with them closely, making sure, for instance, that both had the largest possible tub to wash in. In the main room, they installed one of the tallest bookshelves that you'll find. "We've always been a people-oriented home," William told The Times in January. "We have a lot of good
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